The TIMESTEP Summer Internship

Go For Vertical is Arizona’s new catalyst for founders and startups.

We help early-stage founders validate, fund, build, and launch tech startups. Each of these steps helps early-stage entrepreneurs turn their ideas into market-driven, venture-funded companies with rapid growth and traction. We offer immersive programs for startups that include Basecamp (fundamentals), Climb (validation), and Summit (Vertical framework) that help entrepreneurs succeed.

Job Description
In this three-month internship (June 1st - September 1st 2020), you will apply your skills in science and engineering to help validate new startup ideas, develop technology, and take it to market. Your tasks may include coding for one of Go For Vertical’s clients or internal projects, conducting preliminary analyses of a startup’s potential in a market, or creating visual prototypes for one of Go For Vertical’s clients. Your work may also include answering emails, drafting documents, and ensuring that Go For Vertical’s clients receive high-quality and fast response times. Non-US citizens are welcome to apply.

Upcoming Projects
We have at least two upcoming projects that we are seeking interns to help with: a new cryptocurrency that also has e-commerce and augmented reality applications, and a fintech app that creates greatly improved “quants”, or automated trading algorithms.

Desired Skills
• Coding/programming experience. You are not required to be a coder. We understand you are learning but we do want to see that you demonstrate an understanding on how to approach problems (academic, business, or otherwise) and how this approach needs to be suitable for client needs.
• Demonstrable ability to listen to clients, assess their needs, and draft potential solutions.
• Demonstrated ability to effectively learn multiple platforms and programs (SBSS, R, MatLab, Adobe products, WordPress, and social media)

Supervisor Resume (see attached)